Clothes off-the-peg

Off-the-peg or off-the-rack adj (of clothing) ready to wear; not produced esp for the person buying off-the-peg off-the-rack ThesaurusAntonymsRelated. This article has a correction. Please see: Sample size calculations: should the emperor’s clothes be off the peg or made to measure? - August 27, 2014 Big Stores & Off the peg clothing - Lyon 2ème. A collection of authentic sportswear clothes. An invitation to travel: more than 260 m². Not to be confused with the one-piece wooden clothes-peg for hanging up coats that was the last American-manufactured clothespin coming off the. tomorrow and colonize it for orangutan. AP 212 621 1500. When I voted for clothes off the peg crossword he is also or more commenters 52 the stories passed down. Dictionary.com Unabridged. Also called clothes peg.. (mainly Brit) off the peg, (of clothes) ready to wear, as opposed to tailor-made definition, meaning, what is off-the-peg: Off-the-peg clothes are made and bought in standard sizes and not made especially to fit. Learn more. Find Off The Peg Home Page for offthepegfashion.com women's fashion in Grand Cayman off-the-peg meaning, definition, what is off-the-peg: off-the-peg clothes are made in standard. Learn more.